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Legal Responsibilities 

 

The safety programmes for the parties have been discussed in detail in Volume One. This 

section is limited to looking at the legal responsibilities relevant to the circumstances of the 

explosion.  

IcePak Group Limited 

This company is the owner of the land and buildings at 30 Devine Rd, Tamahere and the 

owner of the refrigeration plant. As such it has duties as a person in control of a place of 

work. It is also a controller of equipment under the PECPR Regulations 1999.  

The investigation has determined that it has not failed in respect of its obligations or where 

there are failures they are more appropriately attributed to IcePak Coolstores Limited. 

Icepak Coolstores Limited 

This company is the employer of Iain Slight, William Jones, Judith Simpson, Wayne Tooley, 

Sally Barber and Own Powell.  Iain Slight admitted that they were employees of IcePak 

Coolstores Limited.1 It is also a person in control of a place of work as it is the lessee of the 

land at 30 Devine Rd and the refrigeration plant.2  As such it has responsibilities under 

various sections of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 and PECPR Regulations. It 

was also the person in charge of the hazardous substance -Hychill Minus 50 (Hychill) location 

and hence had responsibilities under the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 

1996 and Regulations.  Volume One of the investigation report contains an analysis of the 

company’s safety and health programme. 

Section 6 HSE Act 

The company was required to take all practicable steps to ensure the safety of employees 

while at work.  A key hazard on the site was the presence of the hydrocarbon based 

refrigerant (Hychill Minus 50) and by the date of the explosion there was about 402 kg on 

site.3  This hazard was introduced onto the site in approximately September 2002. It was 

called “propane” on some site documentation.   

Ignition of the hydrocarbon based refrigerant created a hazard to employees on site. This 

would mostly likely arise if there was a leak from the system.  There had been a number of 

specific leaks of the hydrocarbon refrigerant since its introduction including a large leak 

about five and a half months prior to 5th April 2008. The company knew about the leaks as 

they either rang the refrigeration engineer to report them and/or paid the invoices for the 

work to attend to the leaks. The company also knew that the system leaked as they paid 

MRS when it added Hychill to the system. The refrigerant was present in the plant room 

equipment, piping that ran through a large part of the site, in the condensers above the 

plant rooms and in the piping and evaporators in the relevant cool rooms.    

                                           
1 Interview with Iain Slight 12/06/08 pg.4 
2 Interview with Wayne Grattan 15/08/08 pg.3, Interview with Iain Slight 

22/08/08 pg.2 and Lease agreement 
3 MRS reply via Lawyers received 11/6/08 
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The company’s safety programme, as outlined in its Safety and Health manual, did not 

systematically address the hazards associated with Hychill notwithstanding a statement in 

the manual that they would “Systematically identify and control all hazards in our 

workplace”.4 The safety manual did not list propane as a hazard5, although the visitors 

“Conditions of Entry” form referred to it. Judith Simpson, who was the Health and Safety 

Representative and forklift driver, stated she did not know the refrigerant was flammable. 

Sally Barker deduced the refrigerant must be flammable as she had learnt from her husband 

about cool store refrigerants.  William Jones stated he was unaware of its flammable nature.  

Only Owen Powell stated he knew the refrigerant was flammable as he was told by Iain 

Slight. The company was adamant that staff knew that the refrigerant was flammable6. 

Practicable Steps 

The practicable steps the company could have taken in the circumstances were to: 

1. Properly inform employees of the hazards associated with the refrigerant and what 

to do to reduce the risk of harm. 

2. Provided suitable safety warning signs to remind staff of the hazard 

3. Have independently verified the safe design of the refrigeration system and the safe 

use of hydrocarbon based refrigerants at Tamahere. 

 

1) Properly inform staff of the hazards associated with refrigerant and what to do 

to reduce the risk. 

A practicable step that could have been taken was to properly inform the staff about the 

hazards associated with the refrigerant. This required the company to: 

a) Provide information to their employees on 

i) The substance and its properties especially its flammability 

ii) The need to avoid introducing sources of ignition in certain areas 

As stated before the employee knowledge of the refrigerant and its properties was 

limited. The companies own Health and Safety Manual sets out a process starting 

with identification of the hazard. This required the Hychill to be listed in the Hazard 

Register and Hazardous Substances Register. This was not done. If it had been and a 

Material Safety Data Sheet acquired (as detailed in the Hazardous Substances 

Register in the manual) then more detailed information would have been available. 

It was important to inform staff that the refrigerant was heavier than air and would 

accumulate in low lying areas and was highly flammable.         

iii) What to do in the event of  a leak of Hychill 

                                           
4 Safety and Health Manual pg.3 
5 Interview with Iain Slight 12 06 08 pg.8 
6 Interview with Iain Slight 22/08/08 pg.5  
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All staff knew what to do if an evacuation was signaled. They were to assemble on 

the grass by the office but no proper assessment was made of the need for 

emergency procedures relevant to a large leak of Hychill. The properties of the gas 

were such that there should have been specific instruction for staff to respond to a 

leak of Hychill.  This should have included: 

• staying out of the cloud of gas, 

• the fact that Hychill is heavier than air and that vapours would accumulate 

in low lying areas 

• the importance of evacuation because of explosive nature of the refrigerant. 

• the need to call emergency services if there was a large leak (as stated by 

the MSDS for Hychill) 

• extinguishing all ignition sources 

• instructions where to assemble and, where not to, and  

• staying upwind of any vapour cloud.  

 

2) Provided suitable safety warning signs to remind staff of the hazard. 

Safety warning signs are a common means of reminding employees of the hazards 

that they may be exposed to.  The Department of Labour “Guidelines for the 

Provision of Facilities, General Safety and Health in Commercial and Industrial 

Premises” in Section 2.14 states “Suitable safety warnings should be provided in 

areas where there are hazards which are not readily apparent”.     Signs warning of 

the presence should have been placed on the entrance to the plant rooms, on the 

evaporators and condensers and on the relevant pipe-work.   Such signs for 

flammable gases are available from safety suppliers from $10.00-$30.00. 

The company supplied what they said was the visitors “Conditions of Entry” form V1 

dated 20th August 2007. It stated that “Some of the refrigerant used on this site is 

propane which is an explosive gas.”   Iain Slight stated that this A4 form was 

laminated and on the wall outside the front door and at the back entrance to the 

second canopy.  This was totally inadequate as a warning sign. NZ5087 sets out 

typically warning signs for various hazards.  Photographs taken at some time of the 

equipment in plant room 2 show labels with the flammable diamond attached. 

These were attached by the refrigeration engineer to inform persons working on the 

refrigeration system. Roy Jackson does not recall seeing these in his visit in 

November 2006. These labels are no substitute for proper signs on the entrance into 

the area.  Where the hazard exists, putting such a label only on the inside is not 

helpful if there is a leak in the room.  There is no evidence such labels were attached 

to pipes in Plant Room 1 or on any pipes, condensers or the evaporators.    
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3) Independently verified the safe design of the refrigeration system and use of 

Hychill Minus 50 by getting an independent assessment because: 

i) of the nature of the refrigerant 

ii) it was a new trial for this refrigerant in a large industrial site 

iii) The history of leaks and replacement of Hychill required in the system since 

the introduction of the substance. 

iv) The difference between its Tamahere and Waharoa setup 

v) the refrigerant changed the Hazard level under the PECPR Regulations     

The company was the lessee of the refrigeration equipment from IcePak Group Ltd. Capital 

decisions on equipment purchase and upgrading were made by IcePak Group Ltd, though 

both companies shared common directors in Wayne Grattan and Jan Jacob Van Eden.  

Icepak Group Limited held 99,999 out of the 100,000 shares issued by IcePak Coolstores 

Limited with Mr. Van Eden holding the other share. The closeness of the companies and the 

intertwining of business relationship is emphasized in the 24th  Jan 2005 memo for 

shareholders/Directors of IcePak Group Limited from Mr. Van Eden where he states “…two 

of the new rooms in Hamilton became operational and we loaded about 112 bins of Cheese 

into the first “FruitFed” room of 10.0% storage……Rooms 2, 4, and 5 are almost finished from 

a building point of view but the refrigeration evaporators and piping as well as the electrical 

circuitry and controls are being installed in these rooms…….”. Mr. Grattan stated that the 

installation of new plant would be arranged by himself, or previously by Mr. Van Eden, and 

Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited and servicing would be done by IcePak Coolstores 

Limited.  Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited made out all their invoices to IcePak 

Coolstores Limited both for building the refrigeration systems and maintenance work.  It 

would seem that in practice IcePak Coolstores Limited was the legal form for the operational 

arm of IcePak Group Limited with common directors apart from Mr. Slight who was a 

director of IcePak Coolstores Limited only.           

(i) Nature of Refrigerant 

The introduction of the hydrocarbon refrigerant changed the level of risk at the workplace at 

30 Devine Rd Tamahere significantly particularly in respect of the risk of an explosion from 

the ignition of leaking refrigerant.  Whilst ammonia had been used as a refrigerant 

previously its flammability is significantly less than Hychill.  Hence it was particularly 

important that the introduction of, and subsequence use of the refrigerant was carried out 

in accordance with the relevant legislation and safety standards. This meant that the 

introduction and use required a closer oversight by the employer than that previously 

needed. IPC state that based on the advice from MRS they considered the risk profile did not 

change at the time that hydrocarbon refrigerant – Care 50- was first introduced at the 

Tamahere plant.7  Whilst this may have been its understanding in 2002 (although it was 

wrong), advice from Brian Liddell in 2004 clearly made the company aware that using Hychill 

on the site required additional precautions. Wayne Grattan, a director of IcePak Coolstores, 

                                           
7 Written Reply from IPC – letter from Harkness Henry & Co dated 18/09/08 
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in his letter to Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) 8 in November 2006 

stated that “The risk associated with Propane/Ethane refrigerants is flammability and 

therefore we have had to redesign plant and obtain safety clearances from various 

authorities to ensure we can build and operate safely. In addition we will install monitoring 

and scrubbing equipment to ensure that any hazard is managed at an acceptable level.”  It is 

clear that, at the very least, by November 2006 IcePak Coolstores was well aware of the 

flammable nature of the refrigerant and that extra precautions  were needed above those 

used with R22 (Freon type refrigerants).  

The Material Safety Data Sheet (Appendix 3, Volume Three) for Hychill Minus 50 dated 24th 

October 2001 states: 

Flammability 

Minus 50 is gaseous and highly flammable at normal temperatures 

Engineering Controls 

Ensure there is good ventilation of the area the product is used to keep concentrations 

below the lower explosive limit. Whilst dilution by air may be sufficient in most cases 

exhaust ventilation may be required. In such cases use spark proof equipment if possible A 

ventilation of 0.3m/sec is recommended. 

Fire/Explosion Hazard 

Minus 50 is heavier than air and vapours will tend to flow downwards and accumulate in 

low-lying areas such as drains and pits at ground level.      

Spills and Disposal 

If release is large, cut off all ignition sources and evacuate all non-essential personnel from 

the area. If possible ventilate area. If the incident is significant seek immediate assistance 

from local fire authorities and police. If possible monitor the vapour concentration until 

dissipated. 

The flammability risk of this substance meant that the company had to ensure that its plant 

and the use of the propane were safe because a failure to do so could result in a major 

disaster.  It therefore needed to reassure itself that the installation and the use of the 

substance was done in such as way that it left no room for error. Independent verification of 

Mr. Cook and MRS’s work would have gone someway to providing that reassurance.   

(ii) New Trial in Industrial Plant 

The need for an independent verification was further emphasised by the rarity of its use in 

large scale cool store sites. The use of propane as a refrigerant in cool stores, particularly in 

2002, was novel and even in November 2006 unusual. Wayne Grattan in his letter to EECA 

stated “The perceived risk associated with flammability is the key reason that 

Propane/Ethane based refrigerants have not been used in large scale cool stores previously 

despite being very common on other parts of the world for small plant such as refrigerated 

                                           
8 Appendix 7 Volume 3 
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trucks.”   Of course there is a large difference between the amount of propane used in a 

refrigerated truck and the amount used in a large cool store with a consequent large 

increase in risk if the safety systems are inadequate. Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited 

did not have any expertise in large scale use of propane in cool stores when they started 

working at IcePak.  Whilst Mr. Cook has had about fifty five years experience in the 

refrigeration business, his expertise with propane was primarily in small scale commercial, 

vehicle air conditioning and other mobile refrigeration equipment not long before he began 

installing propane in larger amounts at Tamahere . 

 IPC stated that MRS held themselves out to be experts. IPC also stated that eight years ago, 

they checked with a previous employer of Mr. Cook who advised he was technically capable 

to provide the service and was very capable refrigeration engineer.9  The relevance of this is 

hard to see as this check was carried out about two years prior to the introduction of 

propane.    However, given that MRS and Mr. Cook’s experience with hydrocarbon based 

refrigerants was limited to small amounts in vehicles, mobile refrigeration systems and small 

scale installations and combined with the fact that Icepak did have concerns that the plant 

did not comply (as stated by Mr. Wayne Grattan10), independent review of the design of the 

plant and the safety precautions by a qualified refrigeration engineer was a reasonable step 

the company could have taken.     

(iii) History of Leaks 

Continual leakage of a highly flammable gas in a workplace, particularly occurrences of large 

leaks, are a sign that something is amiss in either, the original design of the system 

containing the gas or the maintenance of the system. It is axiomatic that a leak of propane is 

a greater hazard than a leak of a synthetic refrigerant gas such as R22. As the DOL 

refrigeration expert and charted professional engineer, Mr. Mike Odey, states, design 

choices meant the installation of a commercial refrigeration technology with a high leakage 

rate of propane. This meant that leaks were going to happen. IPC relied on MRS for design of 

the refrigeration system however this did not mean that IPC should have ignored such 

potentially harmful events when they occurred.  They did not monitor the number of size of 

the leaks nor do any analysis of the leaks and the amount added above the initial system 

charge to see if they indicated a problem in the making. Iain Slight stated “ If there was leak 

Warren dealt with it and we were invoiced for it and I think an occasional leak is, from what I 

have been lead to believe is actually quite normal.”11   

The records would appear to show that there was not the occasional leak but ongoing 

leakage with occasional large leaks.  Leaks from the system and in particular large leaks 

posed a risk to employees at the site.  

The tables on the following pages were derived from the invoices to MRS to IPC for work 

they carried out.   

 

                                           
9 Letter from Harness Henry & Co 18/09/08 pg.3  
10 Interview with Wayne Grattan 15/8/08 pg15 
11 Interview with Iain Slight 22/08/08 pg.25 
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This table shows those occasions where an invoice specifically identified a Hychill leak from a 

system that required MRS attention. These were identified either when the dial out system 

was activated by the leak detector,  during service calls to identify why the plant was not 

performing or they were observed during normal visits by MRS staff. It showed that fifteen 

specific leaks were identified from systems that contained Hychill Minus 50. Leaks on 

equipment and pipes were detected by visual inspection and using a detection fluid on 

equipment and piping to detect bubbles. MRS also stated they leak tested the rooms by 

using a hand held CPS leak detector 12 (which is now known not to detect hydrocarbons).    

Specific Leaks Found in Hychill Systems

Date Invoice
Hychill Added
in KGs at time Cost Total

14/11/2007 6968 80 43.20$                      3,456.00$   
2/11/2006 6189
28/10/2006 6192 Alarm Call out
18/08/2006 6033
3/08/2006 6030
12/07/2006 5924
30/06/2006 5913 9 43.20$                      388.80$      
3/03/2006 5714
3/10/2005 5303
3/08/2005 5148
25/02/2005 4825
15/11/2004 4650 18 43.20$                      777.60$      
10/11/2004 4646 -$            
19/07/2004 731
17/02/2004 699

107 4,622.40$    

However of more interest is the next table which looked at the overall amount of propane 

put into the system since it was introduced into the Triplets. This is a better indication of the 

leakage of propane over time at the site. 

                                           
12 Interview with Warren Cook 13/4/08 pg.62 
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Table of Costs - Total Hychill Added

Date Invoice Hychill in KGs Cost Total

14/11/2007 6968 108 43.20$                      4,665.60$   
15/10/2007 6901 45 43.20$                      1,944.00$   
9/10/2006 6143 40 43.20$                      1,728.00$   
9/10/2006 6142 5 43.20$                      216.00$      
20/09/2006 6064 9 43.20$                      388.80$      
20/09/2006 6065 18 43.20$                      777.60$      
30/06/2006 5913 9 43.20$                      388.80$      
22/06/2006 5912 9 43.20$                      388.80$      
13/06/2006 5911 9 43.20$                      388.80$      
17/03/2006 5719 9 43.20$                      388.80$      
14/02/2005 4818 45 43.20$                      1,944.00$   
3/02/2005 4811 45 43.20$                      1,944.00$   
17/01/2005 4773 180 7,596.00$   
15/11/2004 4650 18 43.20$                      777.60$      
10/11/2004 4646 36 43.20$                      1,555.20$   
7/09/2004 741 45 43.20$                      1,944.00$   
13/07/2004 729 18 43.20$                      777.60$      
13/04/2004 710 18 43.20$                      777.60$      
12/04/2004 708 18 43.20$                      777.60$      
3/01/2004 691 90 43.20$                      3,888.00$   
30/12/2003 689 90 43.20$                      3,888.00$   
5/12/2003 686 45 43.20$                      1,944.00$   

909 39,088.80$  

 

The table above shows the total amount of hydrocarbon based refrigerant added to the 

systems at Tamahere excluding the original amount put in the Triplets in 2002 as the 

volumes were not listed. Mr. Cook stated at the 5th April that when installed the rack unit 

had 186kg of Hychill put into the system, the Triplets had 176kg put in the system and the 

Vilter had 35-50kh in the receiver. There was approximately 402kg of Hychill in the three 

systems. The MRS invoices show that 909kg amounts of Hychill have been added to the 

Hychill system since the original installation in the Triplets. This means that an extra 507kg 

was added to the system over the period over and above that installed.  This meant 

approximately 126% of the system charge had to be added over the period. This is a 

conservative number given the calculation does not include the original Triplets charge of 

176kg (stated by MRS) as it was not invoiced separately. If that amount is taken into account 

there is an additional 176kg that had to be replaced.  

Hence it is reasonable to conclude that at least 507-683kg leaked from the system over that 

period.  The cost based on $43.20 per kg would have been $21,988- $29,505.   

The company explained the additions of Hychill as necessary to run the system at colder 

temperature or as a freezer depending on the demands of the client. The DOL refrigeration 

expert stated that this is a misconception as what is really occurring is when the system is 

under load the results of the leakage from the system becomes apparent hence there is a 
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need to “top up”.    If the company had monitored these costs and amounts against the 

system charge in the system it surely would have raised questions about safety of the 

refrigeration system that allowed this amount of propane to leak into the workplace.     

Leak on 13th November 2007 

Accident investigations often identify a “sentinel event” that had occurred prior to the 

event. This is a prior event that has all the characteristics of the actual later event that led to 

an explosion or injury, but did not through at that time due to happenstance rather than 

design.  These events are an opportunity for an organization to make changes to prevent a 

further event.  

On 13th of November 2007, almost five months prior to the explosion there was a major 

leak of the Hychill Minus 50 refrigerant. It occurred in Plant Room One- the same room 

where the explosion originated and it originated from the same compressor system (the 

Rack) as the day of the explosion.  Records from MRS in appendix 14 show that a vibration 

eliminator on a 15hp Copeland compressor on the Rack leaked. The next day it was also 

found that the gas detector in the plant room was contaminated and no longer working.  

MRS had to put 80kg of refrigerant back into the system.  Wayne Grattan agreed that this 

event was a major leak but said it was possible for a leak to result in a complete loss of 

refrigerant but that doesn’t necessarily mean there is a site safety issue related to the leak. 

This view is in contrast to the advice in the Safety Data Sheet for Hychill Minus 50. It states 

that for a major spill to seek immediate assistance from local fire authorities.   

Summary 

At the 5th April Mr. Cook stated there was approximately 402kg of Hychill on the site in the 

Triplets, Rack and Vilter systems on the day. The invoices show that 909kg amounts of 

Hychill have been added to the system since the Triplets were installed. The Triplets 

according to Mr. Cook had approximately 176kg in the system on the day of the explosion.  

This shows an amount from about 507kg to possibly 683kg was added over the period. On a 

percentage basis this means that from126%- 169% of the system charge was added over the 

period.    

This volume of Hychill added over and above the system charge and the specific invoices for 

call outs by MRS for leaks should have alerted IPC to a potential problem with the system as 

designed. 

As well, given the flammability of Hychill (as indicated by the low amount needed to form an 

explosive mixture and the potential consequences of ignition), such information should have 

be acted on by the company by seeking independent assurance that precautions were in 

place to minimize the likelihood of a re-occurrence of large leaks and minimize the chances 

of leakages and that the system was suitable for the use of propane as a refrigerant.   

However no such action was taken by the company.   
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(iv)Tamahere and Waharoa Comparison 

In 2006 and 2007 IcePak Group Ltd began construction of a new plant at Waharoa. Iain Slight 

and Wayne Grattan were both involved with the construction. Wayne Grattan stated that he 

understood the safety precautions at Waharoa were the same as Tamahere except with new 

equipment. He said that “….we were happy to continue with the same [Tamahere] plant 

design for Waharoa…and we could meet the appropriate safety standards that required sign 

off that we needed for the plant”13    This plant used Hychill Minus 50 as the refrigerant.      

A comparison between key equipment in both plants reveals the following 

Refrigerant Leak Detection 

Waharoa Plant Room 

GD129NI  had a single point infrared gas detector.  This equipment is certified for use in 

flammable areas.  It is immune to poisoning and high gas concentrations. The cost was 

around $1750 dollars. 

The leak detector includes a self-test which if failure is detected results in a dial out to warn 

of failure of leak detection system. There are 2 detectors in the plant room. The Leak 

Detector system is equipped with a backup should there be a power outage. 

Tamahere Plant Room One 

IAM-C and  IAM Gas Monitor.  Equipment is not certified for use in flammable atmospheres.  

Semi conductor sensors are known to be affected and poisoned by excess propane. The cost 

was about $440 for each monitor. It was designed for use in levels up to the LEL but not 

above.  (APC booklet).  

Fault in IAM C and IAM results in LED on IAM and IAM C turning from Green to Red and siren 

becoming inactive. No dial out to warn of failure of a detector. This was significant given the 

likely circumstances that preceded the explosion.    One detector was in the plant room. 

There was no backup if the power failed. 

Exhaust Fan in Plant Room 

Waharoa Plant Room 

The exhaust fan in the plant room is tested every hour to ensure it will run when needed. If 

this fails a dial out will occur. 

Tamahere Plant Room One and Two 

The exhaust fan was not certified for flammable areas. There was no means of identifying if 

it failed to operate.    

 Other differences 

                                           
13 Interview with Wayne Grattan 15/8/08 pg.25 
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The dial out system at Waharoa had a backup system if the landline system failed.14 This 

meant that if for any reason the normal phone system became inoperative, a call through 

the cell phone system was initiated.   

There was a separation wall in the Waharoa plant room between the electrical equipment 

and the compressors and pipes containing the Hychill Minus 50. This was an important 

difference given the likely ignition source at Tamahere. The need to install this wall was 

mentioned in the application by Wayne Grattan to EECA for the subsidy for safety 

equipment needed for Hychill refrigerant. 

Summary 

The directors of the company would have been well aware of the differences between the 

plant rooms, systems and costs between Waharoa and Tamahere.  It should have led them 

to ask the question why Waharoa  

(a) had more expensive gas detection equipment  

(b) the plant room was configured differently e.g. a separation 

wall between the electrical boards and the compressors 

(c) had different, but better backup systems in the event of a 

failure. 

Although Waharoa was not fully compliant, it had certain things that obviously made it safer 

than Tamahere.  The directors, at the very least, should have queried why Tamahere was of 

a lesser standard than Waharoa and questioned Mr. Cook's competency to undertake the 

work at Tamahere.  The company should have sought independent verification of the retrofit 

at Tamahere given the differences between it and Waharoa  

(v) Change of Hazard Level under PECPR Regulations. 

Equipment such as plant, tanks, receivers and pipes that operate under pressure pose a 

hazard to people in the vicinity if there is an explosive rupture of the equipment. The 

potential for harm arising from deficiencies in the design, manufacture and use of pressure 

equipment is primarily related to the consequences of equipment failure. The need for 

independent control involving conformity assessment such as design verification increases 

with the increased hazard to persons who may be affected.   

A key method to manage this risk is by assigning “Hazard Levels” to the pressure equipment 

in question.  Regulation 18 of the above regulations requires the designer of the pressure 

equipment to determine the appropriate hazard level. The Approved Code of Practice for 

Pressure equipment (except Boilers) sets out the preferred means of complying with the 

Regulations.  AS 4343, which is referenced in the Approved Code, sets out how the hazard 

level can be determined.  

The consequences of an explosion are further amplified by the substance that is contained 

within the pressure system. An explosion releasing R22 is considered less hazardous than a 

                                           
14 Letter from John Ward Electrical Ltd to Iain Slight- Waharoa Verification Dossier   
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similar explosion releasing a flammable refrigerant such as propane or a toxic substance. 

This means that more assurance is required that the design and installation is correct as the 

consequences of any errors in both will have larger consequences than a less hazardous 

substance. This extra assurance is gained by having a qualified 3rd party verify the design and 

installation. This is called conformity assurance. The requirements for conformity 

assessment for various hazards levels are contained in Appendix A of the Approved Code.      

At Tamahere the introduction of propane as a refrigerant meant that for the receivers the 

Hazard Level went from E (negligible) to B (Average) and for the piping Hazard Levels from E 

and D to C and B respectively.  As outlined in the DOL refrigeration expert’s report this 

change required particular design requirements for the piping system to be defined, 

independent assurance of the design calculations for the system (including piping  and its 

support brackets) and an independent inspection of the installed system. It is his opinion 

that had this occurred it would unlikely to have been cost effective to introduce propane at 

the site in the manner it was.      

An independent verification of the refrigeration system by an appropriately qualified 

refrigeration engineer would have identified the extra risks associated with the introduction 

of propane into the pressure equipment and identified what was needed to ensure risks 

were managed to an appropriate level.   

Summary 

Whilst each of the areas discussed above would not be enough by itself to prompt IPC to 

seek independent verification in total they added up to a compelling reason by the 4th April 

2008 for IPC to bypass MRS and engage a refrigeration expert experienced in industrial 

refrigeration for an independent view of the safety of the refrigeration systems. Wayne 

Grattan stated that they had information from another engineer that the plant may not have 

been in compliance but they asked Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Ltd, the same people 

whom they had used for many years and who they had concerns about, to arrange an 

assessment to ensure the plant was compliant.   

This did not provide an independent assessment of the plant.  They should have arranged an 

independent refrigeration expert to examine the plant. 

Section 16 (3)  

 IPC, as a person in control of a place of work, had responsibility to the firemen who 

attended the smoke alarm as either because the company was informed the firemen were 

present under an enactment or the company had expressly authorized them to be in the 

place of work.  Whilst the firemen have authority to enter the site under the Fire Act on 5th 

April they were also expressly authorised to enter the Tamahere site. 

 

The company had a section in their health and safety manual on their responsibilities to 

other people. They had an A4 sheet of paper for visitors to examine that told them some of 

the refrigerant was propane and to evacuate if they heard an alarm. Whilst this may have 

worked during office hours it was not sufficient out of hours especially given the lack of 

signs. The presence of propane as a refrigerant was a significant hazard that would not be 

expected to be found in cool stores. Wayne Grattan in his letter EECA stated “The perceived 

risk associated with flammability is the key reason that Propane/Ethane based refrigerants 
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have not been used in large scale cool stores previously despite being very common on 

other parts of the world for small plant such as refrigerated trucks.” (Appendix 7)      

 

There was no procedure to guide staff on how to inform emergency personnel who may 

need permission to access to the site. On the day of the explosion there was an opportunity 

to inform the firemen via Signature Security (SS) when permission was given to break in 

alternatively there was the same opportunity to inform them when first authorising the 

firemen to attend the site.   Iain Slight stated “I got a phone call from Signature Security um 

which I think was about 4 o’clock.  I was most probably somewhere in the Region of Takanini 

or Drury, somewhere there.  I’d only just left um, and they said that there was a smoke alarm 

activated.  And they said what should they do.  So I said, “well smoke alarm, possible fire.  

Get hold of the fire brigade.”  Which they did.  They then phoned me back a while later to say 

that um, the fire department are on site and um, they can see smoke.  Um, can they go into 

the building, or how far away was I and sorry I said again that I was most probably an hour 

plus away.  Um, and they asked whether the fire brigade could break in.  And I said “Well if 

they can see smoke there’s obviously a fire.  Do it.”  15 

 

 

The company should have: 

  

(a) Informed the firemen via Signature Security that the refrigerant on the site was 

propane when IPC (Iain Slight) expressly authorized the firemen to be in the 

place of work by telling Signature Security to respond to the smoke alarm. 

(b) Informed the firemen when IPC (Iain Slight) were informed, via Signature 

Security, the firemen were on site and asking for permission to break into the 

building and they could see smoke  that propane was present in the 

refrigeration system 

 

 Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 

As was discussed in Volume One the volume of Hychill Minus 50 (402kg) on site meant that 

company should have: 

 

i) Had a location certificate issued by a Test Certifier. 

ii) Met the Hazardous Substances (Classes 1-5 Controls) Regulations 2001 

iii) Applied the Hazardous Substances (Emergency Management) Regulations 

2001 

iv) Applied  the Hazardous Substances (Identification) Regulations 2001  

 

 

The company did not meet any of these requirements. However because the explicit advice 

from the Test Certifier that HSNO did not apply to the refrigeration system because of the 

advice he believed he received from ERMA, would make it very difficult to be successful in 

any prosecution under HSNO.   

 

The Directors 

From the time that hydrocarbon based refrigerant was introduced into the Tamahere site in 

September 2002 employees should have been provided with adequate information about its 

                                           
15 Interview with Iain Slight 12 06 08 pg.23 
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hazardous nature, and what to do to reduce the risk of injury.  Subsequent employees 

should have been provided with the same information as part of their induction into the 

company.    

 

At the time of initial installation suitable safety warning signs should also have been installed 

in relevant parts of the site reminding staff of the hazards associated with the refrigerant.  

This would have included the relevant cool rooms, plant rooms, evaporators, condensers, 

piping, compressors and receivers. As the hydrocarbon based refrigerant was installed in 

other cool rooms at a later stage during the period from September 2002 to April 2008 

further signage should have been erected.  

 

During that period as concerns began to emerge about whether the plant was compliant, the 

volume of Hychill replacement indicated significant leakage and a major leak of Hychill 

occurred. A review, independent of Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited, should have 

been carried out into the safety of the refrigeration plant.   

 

The three directors of IcePak Coolstores Limited, Mr. Wayne Grattan, Mr. Iain Slight and Mr. 

Jan Jacob Van Eden were the persons responsible over this period to make sure these steps 

occurred. Up until 5th April 2008 these steps had not been taken.   

 

Mr. Van Eden and Mr. Grattan were both directors at the initial installation of the refrigerant 

and had responsibility at that time to ensure that precautions were taken at the time of 

installation. Mr. Slight started work at the company in 2001 but was not made a director 

until 19th August 2005.  Mr. Slight was also involved with the day to day activities, was at the 

site every day and involved with the employees in his role as on site manager.  Mr. Van Eden 

had an office at the site although he was not there every day.  

 

In summary, all directors were in a position to take the steps the company should have 

taken. Some directors such as Mr. Van Eden and Mr. Grattan could have done that earlier in 

the period hydrocarbon based refrigerant was installed whilst others such as Mr. Slight were 

able to do so later in the period.   However, those steps weren’t taken and they were aware 

of that and failed to do anything about that failure or failed to ensure the steps were put in 

place. In other words they all acquiesced in the failure of the company to take the 

practicable steps required under Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992.      

Wayne Desmond Grattan 

Mr. Grattan is a director of IcePak Coolstores Limited – he became a director on 10th March 

1998 - and a director of IcePak Group Ltd.  Mr. Grattan owns a company called Grattan 

Investments Limited.  Mr. Grattan is an employee of Grattan investments Limited but does 

not draw wage nor pay PAYE according to his statement.  The company has a management 

contract with IcePak Coolstores Limited and IcePak Group Limited to provide them 

management services.  Mr. Grattan has two roles which were, through his company, to 

provide management services to IPG and IPC and also to act as a director of both companies.  

     

Mr. Grattan was not a director who was remote from the site and the risks that were 

present on the site.  Mr. Grattan was aware that the refrigerant was flammable, that it was 

not used in many large cool stores and that it required specific equipment to manage the 

risks.  

 

He acquiesced with the failure of the company to carry out the following practicable steps.  
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1) Inform staff of the hazards associated with Hychill at the site and what steps to take to 

reduce the risk of injury from the hazards and provide suitable safety warning signs to warn 

staff of the hazard 

Mr. Grattan knew of the hazards associated with Hychill. As a director he should have 

ensured the safety programme of the company was implemented.  Had the programme 

been implemented properly at the site then the company would have informed its staff and 

put suitable signs on those areas where the hazard was located. At the least, he should have 

ensured that the major hazard on the site was covered by the programme.    

2) Have independently verified the safe design of the refrigeration system and the safe use of 

hydrocarbon refrigerants at Tamahere.  

Mr. Grattan knew it was uncommon to use the hydrocarbon based refrigerant in large cool 

stores, as evidenced by his letter to EECA, and that extra safety precautions were needed 

above those required for R22 based systems.  He was aware that Brian Liddell had visited the 

plant in 2004 and provided advice as to what had to be done to reduce the risk of ignition of 

the refrigerant.  He stated that as a result of the visit by Liddell in 2004 MRS was instructed 

to install gas detection systems.  Mr. Grattan was also aware that emergency ventilation, as 

advised by Mr. Liddell in 2004, was not installed in Plant room One and Plant Room Two 

until the middle of 2006. This meant a safety precaution was not in place at the time the 

hydrocarbon based refrigerant was piped throughout the major part of Tamahere site. He 

was aware there were leaks of propane from the refrigeration system but stated that; whilst 

it was possible for a leak to result in the loss of all refrigerant “it doesn’t necessarily mean 

you have a safety issue related to that refrigerant loss”.16  

He was aware that Waharoa had different safety systems in place than Tamahere though 

believed Waharoa was fundamentally the same as Tamahere. 

He also stated that, although the advice they had received from MRS was that the plant was 

in compliance, they had some concerns about whether the advice was correct.  However, 

not withstanding that, he still asked MRS to get advice to verify compliance rather than seek 

it from an independent refrigeration engineer.  

Given the risks associated with the unsafe use of Hychill, the leaks that had occurred (of 

which he was aware), and the difference between Waharoa and Tamahere safety 

precautions  it was incumbent on Mr. Grattan to ensure the company got the best 

independent advice as to the safety of the Tamahere plant.   

Summary 

Mr. Grattan was in a position to take the steps the company should have taken. Those steps 

weren’t taken and he was aware of that and failed to do anything about that failure or failed 

to ensure the steps were put in place. In other words he acquiesced in the failure of the 

company to take the practicable steps required under Section 6 of the Health and Safety in 

Employment Act 1992.      

.      

                                           
16 Interview with Wayne Grattan 15/08/2008 pg.26  
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Iain Hugh Slight 

Mr. Slight is a director of IcePak Coolstores Limited. He became a director on 19th August 

2005. He is also an employee of IcePak Coolstores Ltd and was manager at the Tamahere 

site. He stated “The day to day running of the operational side of the business was under my 

control”17.  He hence had two roles, day to day manager and a director. He started at the site 

in 2001. He was in direct contact with the employees every day, worked around the site and 

instructed the employees when needed. Judith Simpson, who was the Health and Safety Rep 

on the site reported to him.  

He acquiesced in the failure of the company to carry out the following practicable steps.  

1) Inform staff of the hazards associated with Hychill at the site and what to do to reduce the 

risk of injury and provide suitable safety warning signs to warn staff of the hazard 

He was familiar with the Health and Safety programme on the site and the lack of signage. 

The Health and Safety Representative Judith Simpson reported to him.  

Slight knew of the hazards associated with Hychill and was able to make sure the safety 

programme of the company was properly implemented on the site.   Had the programme 

been implemented at the site then the company would have informed its staff in a 

comprehensive manner about the hazards and put suitable signs in those areas where the 

hazard was located. At the very least, he should have ensured that the major hazard on the 

site was covered by the safety and health programme.    

2) Have independently verified the safe design of the refrigerant system and the safe use of 

hydrocarbon refrigerants at Tamahere.  

He called Warren Cook when there were problems with the refrigeration plant and was 

aware there were leaks of hydrocarbon refrigerant from the plant. In particular he was 

aware of a large leak on the 13th November where at least 80kg leaked from the Fruit Fed 

system and the leak sensor was overwhelmed by the refrigerant.    

He was aware there were other leaks from the refrigeration system as he was on site and he 

had signed off the invoices from MRS since about the beginning of 2007.   He was aware that 

Waharoa had different safety systems in place than Tamahere as he was involved in the 

building.  

He also stated that the advice from MRS following the Liddell visit of November 2006 was to 

IcePak Group Ltd not to IPC but he was aware of the content of the advice. However the 

letter from Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Ltd following the visit by Brian Liddell and Roy 

Jackson was addressed to Mr. Grattan and cced to Mr. Slight and Mr. Van Eden (Appendix 

9a). The letter referred to “several recommendations that were put forward to alterations to 

improve the leak detection system and assist with the safety programme”. It was incumbent 

on Slight to follow-up the letter    

Give the risks associated with the unsafe use of Hychill, the leaks that had occurred (of which 

he was aware of), and the difference between Waharoa and Tamahere precautions  it was 

incumbent on Slight as a director to ensure the company got the best independent advice as 

to the safety of the plant.  Slight acquiesced to the failure of the company to do this.      

                                           
17 Interview with Iain Slight 12/06/08 pg7 
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Summary 

Mr. Slight was in a position to take the steps the company should have taken. Those steps 

weren’t taken and he was aware of that and failed to do anything about that failure or failed 

to ensure the steps were put in place. It was his responsibility to ensure the steps required 

to be taken by the company were in fact taken. In other words he acquiesced in the failure 

of the company to take the practicable steps required under Section 6 of the Health and 

Safety in Employment Act 1992.       

Jan Jacob Van Eden 

Mr. Van Eden is a director of IcePak Coolstores Limited. He became a director on 4th 

February 1991. Mr. Van Eden has had a long time involvement with the company. Iain Slight 

states that in 2005 Van Eden was “in overall control at the time”18.  Wayne Grattan also 

referred to Mr. Van Eden as the person was best placed to answer what steps were taken 

when hydrocarbons were introduced into the site. He had an office on the site. Mr. Van 

Eden used to authorize the invoices from MRS until Mr. Slight started doing so eighteen 

months prior to the explosion. 

The decision to introduce a hydrocarbon refrigerant was primarily that of Mr. Van Eden in 

2002. He was the decision maker at the site at the time.   As this was a new hazard being 

introduced into the site the provision of information to employees should have coincided 

with it and suitable signage put up.  As new employees started with the company as part 

their induction they should have provided with similar information. 

At the time of initial installation suitable safety warning signs should also have been installed 

in relevant parts of the site reminding staff of the hazards associated with the refrigerant.  

This would have included the relevant cool rooms, plant rooms, evaporators, condensers, 

piping, compressors and receivers. As the hydrocarbon based refrigerant was installed in 

other cool rooms at a later stage during the period from September 2002 to April 2008 

further signage should have been erected.  

    

He acquiesced with the failure of the company to carry out the following practicable steps 

1) Inform staff of the hazards associated with Hychill at the site and what to do to reduce the 

risk and provided suitable safety warning signs to warn staff of the hazard 

Van Eden knew or should have known of the hazards associated with Hychill Minus 50. As a 

director he should have ensured a safety programme of the company was properly 

implemented.   Had the programme been implemented at the site then the company would 

have informed its staff in a comprehensive manner about the hazards and put suitable signs 

in those areas where the hazard was located. At the very least, he should have ensured that 

the major hazard on the site was covered by the safety and health programme.    

2) Have independently verified the safe design of the refrigerant system and the safe use of 

hydrocarbon refrigerants at Tamahere.  

Van Eden knew of the hazards associated with Hychill.   He was aware there were leaks from 

the refrigeration system as he had signed off the invoices from MRS until about 2007.   

                                           
18 Interview with Iain Slight 22/08/08 pg.20 
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According to Slight he was the person who made the decision to operate F1 and F2 in Jan 

2005 without the gas sensors being present in those rooms. He had a long familial 

relationship with Warren Cook.  The letter from Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Ltd 

following the visit by Brian Liddell and Roy Jackson was addressed to Mr. Grattan and cced 

to Mr. Slight and Mr. Van Eden (Appendix 9a). 

Give the risks associated with the unsafe use of Hychill; it was incumbent on the directors to 

ensure the company gets the best advice as to the safety of the plant.  

Mr. Van Eden was in a position to take the steps the company should have taken especially 

when the refrigerant was introduced. Those steps weren’t taken and he was aware of that 

and failed to do anything about that failure or failed to ensure the steps were put in place. It 

was his responsibility to ensure the steps required to be taken by the company were in fact 

taken. In other words he acquiesced in the failure of the company to take the practicable 

steps required under Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992.       

 

Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited 

As outlined in Volume One this company had little knowledge of their responsibilities under 

the HSE Act and PEPCR Regulations and had few systems in place.  

Section 15 HSE Act 1992 

The company invoiced IcePak Cool Stores Ltd for most of the work it carried out at 

Tamahere.   When carrying out its work at Tamahere, the company (through Mr. Warren 

Cook) relied on his experience in small synthetic plant installation and small mobile 

refrigeration to install a highly flammable refrigerant in a large plant. The company had no 

systematic approach to identifying and controlling hazards generated by its employee that, if 

practicable steps were not taken, could harm persons. There were other employees who 

worked at Tamahere at various times as well as Mr. Cook.  The company did not possess the 

relevant Codes of Practice and Standards that would be expected for a company involved 

the scale and risk of work at Tamahere. Mr. Cook stated the company did not have a copy of 

AS/NZ 1677:2 Refrigerating Systems-Safety requirements for fixed applications in 2006 but 

had been introducing an A3 refrigerant (propane) since September 2002.   In spite of the 

company receiving advice from Liddell and Jackson in 2006 they did not implement nor 

advise Icepak Group Ltd or IcePak Coolstores Ltd the need to make changes to the 

refrigeration systems to ensure it met the Standard and legal requirements. The action or 

inaction is employees introducing propane/Hychill Minus 50 without checking off against the 

procedure. 

The company should: 

Have in place a procedure whereby propane/Hychill Minus 50 was not introduced by its 

employees into a large industrial refrigeration plant unless it: 

1. Was designed and manufactured in accordance with PECPR Regulations 

2. The plant met the requirement of AS/NZ 1677 and for ventilation, AS 1668 or AS 

1482 or AS/NZS 2430.3.1 (Appendix B) 
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3. a suitable gas portable detector was available for the detection of hydrocarbons 

 

The company had no procedures to guide their staff to ensure that refrigeration plant was 

suitable for the introduction of propane. Mr. Cook stated that guidance was provided by the 

El Gas Training manual that was supplied with the original refrigerant used –Care 50. A key 

safety concept with refrigerants is the concept of practical limits or level of charge of 

refrigerants relative to the volume of the space it could leak into.  This ensures that, if a leak 

occurs, the mixture of air and refrigerant will be well below the lower explosive limit (LEL). 

The El-Gas manual information is focused around small scale system use such as air 

conditioning and vehicles and is deficient as it makes no reference to AS/NZS 1677 which is 

the accepted standard for safety in fixed refrigeration systems.  Given the volume of 

propane used at Tamahere (402kg) it was essential for the company to approach the 

introduction of propane in the systems in a systematic manner.         

Mr. Cook stated he used a leak detector to check if there were leaks of the hydrocarbon 

refrigerant in rooms on the site. The leak detector he used was a CPS LS 780B - Refrigerant 

leak seeker. It detects all halogenated refrigerants. This detector does not detect propane.  

CPS has a detector named GS20 for that role.  

   

Regulation 18  - Health and Safety in Employment (Pressure Equipment, Cranes 

and Passenger Ropeways) Regulations 1999 (PECPR). 

As designer and manufacturer of the pressure equipment, the company failed to ensure the 

equipment was designed in accordance with applicable standards for containing 

hydrocarbons. The Approved Code for Pressure Equipment (Excluding Boilers) also states 

refrigeration pressure equipment must comply with AS/NZS 1677.   

 The company should have: 

i. Ensured that it complied with Regulation 18 of the PEPCR 

Regulations by: 

1. Designing the equipment in such a way so it was safe when 

operated for its intended use 

2. Determining and specifying its hazard level 

 

Warren Cook stated that the pressure equipment containing propane was designed by 

himself and an employee.19  When asked he was unable to state what hazard level was 

assigned to the equipment and did not seem familiar with the Approved Code of Practice for 

Pressure Equipment (excluding Boilers).20 

                                           
19 Interview with Warren Cook 29/8/08 pg.13 
20 Ibid 
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Mike Odey, a chartered Professional engineer and refrigeration expert  examined the design 

of the Tamahere site refrigeration equipment based on information provided by MRS. He 

assessed its compliance with the relevant PECPR Regulations. His conclusion is as follows 

Equipment with a pressure of more than 50 kPa is required to comply with these regulations. 

The Department of Labour has produced an "Approved Code of Practice for Pressure 

Equipment (Excluding Boilers) (ACPPE)" which provides a means of compliance with the HSE 

Pressure Regulations. 

The HSE Pressure Regulations require the issue of design and inspection verification 

certificates, and it would be difficult to get a third party inspection authority to accept an 

alternative code to the ACPPE, which effectively thus makes this code the regulatory 

standard. The code uses a process combining the nature of the substance, the pressure 

within the equipment and the volume / capacity of the equipment to produce a Hazard Level 

due to explosive risk due to pressure from the particular equipment pressure vessels and 

piping. The required process for installation compliance is as follows: 

1. Determine the hazard level of the plant from AS 4343 Pressure Equipment – Hazard Levels. 

The determination of Hazard Level A (high) to E (negligible) is a combination of the nature of 

the gas (flammable or toxic increases hazard) together with the size of the system 

determined by the design pressure and volume of gas. For pressure vessels the vessel volume 

determines it and for piping it is determined by the piping system maximum pipe diameter. 

2. AS 4343 Table 2. Propane R290 is categorised as a "Very Harmful Gas" together with 

Ammonia R717, while the synthetic refrigerant gases (eg R22) are categorised as "Non 

harmful Gases". 

3. System Design Pressure 

ACPPE Part 5 : Pressure Vessels 

5.4.2 (4) "The maximum design pressure of a pressure vessel shall not be less than the 

pressure at which its overpressure protection system is set to commence operation". 

The Tamahere pressure vessels (Refrigerant Liquid Receivers) were protected by industry 

standard Henry Pressure Relief Valves type 527E factory set to operate at 27.58 bar (400 psi) 

which in theory sets the Pressure Vessel "Design Pressure". At the Tamahere site, in an 

apparent attempt to minimise the risk of a leak from the Receivers, had the discharge piping 

from the Receiver Pressure Relief Valves piped into the Refrigeration System Low Pressure 

"Suction" side. Another Pressure Relief Valve was installed into the "Suction" side of the 

system. This is contrary to the Pressure Relief Valve Manufacturer's instructions and has the 

result of potentially increasing the relief pressure and thus the "Design Pressure" to twice 

that intended. Thus, in the event of a fire, instead of the excess pressure from the system 

being vented away to a safe location will result in the vessel or attached piping rupture. 

4. Refrigerant Receiver Hazard Level Determination 

The Tamahere Receiver was a HR9000 of volume 195.4 litres fitted with a Henry pressure 

relief valve set at 2.758 MPa (MRS Info Request). Table 1 Hazard Level of Equipment - 
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Pressure Vessels for a pV of 195.4 litres x 2.758 MPa gives 538.9 and a hazard level B 

(average) for Very Harmful Gas. Before the conversion, when the system was charged with 

refrigerant R22, the hazard level was E (negligible). The change in the refrigerant from R22, a 

"Non-harmful Gas" to Propane R290, a "Very harmful Gas" changed the Hazard Level from E 

(Negligible) not requiring independent design verification and installation inspection, to B 

(Average) requiring compliance with these requirements under the HSE Pressure Regulations. 

5. Refrigerant Piping Hazard Level Determination 

The Tamahere Rack Suction pipe was 3 1/8" diameter copper and the discharge pipe was 2 

5/8" diameter. The Suction and Discharge pressure relief settings were 400 psi (27.58 bar). If 

the Pressure Relief Valves were piped correctly, the piping pV for the suction is 76mm x 2.758 

MPa gives 209 and a hazard level of C (low), while the discharge is 63.5mm x 2.758 MPa 

gives 175 and a hazard level of C for Very Harmful Gas. The modified Pressure Relief piping 

would raise the discharge to hazard level B (Average). When the system was R22, the hazard 

level for the piping was E for the suction, and D for the discharge. 

6. Required PECPR Conformity Assessment 

Appendix A Table A for the Approved Code of Practice for Pressure Equipment details the 

required assessment for various hazard levels of equipment. Acceptable assessment ranges 

from an accredited inspection body, a manufacturer's quality management system to a 

competent person. Hazard Levels C and D require the design of the pressure vessel and piping 

(independent systems) to be verified by an independent inspection body. Hazard Level E 

requires the design of the pressure vessel and piping to be verified by a "competent person" 

under the HSE Pressure Regulations. Hazard Level C requires the piping installation to be 

inspected by an independent inspection body under the HSE Pressure Regulations. Hazard 

Levels D and E require the piping installation to be inspected by a "competent person". This is 

the case for the previous R22 installation. 

To achieve acceptable piping design requires detailed flexibility and stress analysis of the 

piping and detailed design of the piping support bracketing systems to minimize risk of piping 

failure. This is an intensive time consuming and expensive process. I believe this process has 

not been completed on the Tamahere site. 

7. Compliance Overview 

The responsibility for compliance lies with the piping system designer. The third party design 

verifiers ensure that the design presented to them complies with the pressure equipment 

regulations. They do not verify that the design will function for the intended duty. The third 

party installation system inspectors only verify that the system has been installed in 

compliance with the "design verified" drawings. Third party inspectors do not generally have 

a high level of background expertise in all particular process industries such as refrigeration. 

8. Tamahere Refrigeration Installation 

While the plant had HCFC R22 refrigerant, the plant Hazard Level was "E" of Negligible 

Hazard. This is typical of the small to medium commercial refrigeration piping systems and is 

claimed by the refrigeration industry to fall outside the regulatory requirements of the HSE 
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Pressure Regulations. In fact the Regulations do not change with Hazard Level except in the 

degree of Third Party Inspection, except that at the lowest Hazard Levels, the process of peer 

review of design and installation can be done "In House" or by an industry associate. The 

peer review process by a "Competent Person" is still expected to be completed. 

9. Certificates of Inspection 

The HSE Pressure Regulations require a current "Certificate of Inspection" for each pressure 

vessel to be displayed. 

The Regulations require pressure vessels to be regularly inspected to assess that the 

equipment will be safe for the period of the extension. The Tamahere vessels were last 

inspected 17 November 2005 by SGS M&I. The inspector gave only a 3 month extension 

requiring that the Pressure Relief Valves be either replaced or recalibrated (the period of the 

certificate is typically one year). The inspector also required that Non Destructive Testing 

take place on 3 of the older vessels to verify vessel integrity. 

Apparently, none of these corrective measures were completed. Subsequent to the 28 

February 2006, none of the vessels were operating in compliance with the HSE Pressure 

Regulations, as the Certificates of Inspection were not renewed. There is no note on the SGS 

M&I documentation of the change of refrigerant as would be expected if SGS M&I were 

notified of this change. 

The equipment "Controller" responsible for ensuring inspections are completed is clearly 

noted on each "Certificate of Inspection" as Icepack Coolstores Ltd, PO Box 7021, Hamilton 

East, Attention Warren Cook. 

10. Refrigeration Design Requirements 

The Approved Code of Practice for Pressure Equipment Part 6 : Pressure Piping, 6.4 Design, 

6.4.2 Refrigeration Piping Systems specifies "Refrigeration piping systems shall be designed 

in accordance with ….. and AS/NZS 1677 and this code". AS/NZS 1677 Part 1 : Refrigerant 

classification AS/NZS 1677 Part 2 : Safety requirements for fixed applications. 

Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited did not follow the standards of generally accepted 

design practice outlined in the Approved Code of Practice part 6.4.2 and design the piping 

systems in accordance with AS/NZS1677 in that MRS installed the Henry Pressure Relief 

Valves in a manner such that the actual pressure at which the valves relieved exceeded that 

permitted within AS/NZS 1677 Section 3 Design and Construction, 3.1 Maximum Operating 

Pressure. This meant they failed to meet Regulation 18(a). 

 

It is clear from this report that MRS did not meet its responsibility as a designer as it had not; 

• designed it to be safe because the arrangement of the pressure relief valves 

potentially raised the design pressure to twice that intended.   

• assigned an appropriate hazard level to system it had designed. 

• arranged for verification of the design by an appropriate 3rd party. 
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Warren Roland Cook 

Mr. Cook was a director/shareholder and an employee of the company21.  When carrying out 

work at the Tamahere site he was acting in his capacity as an employee of the company. 

He was the person who was the main contact with ICP and IPG and whom the company 

relied on for advice. He was the person who as an employee wrote to IPG with the results of 

the advice from Jackson and Liddell which down played the advice received from those 

persons. He was the person who introduced the propane/Hychill Minus 50 into the system 

and advised ICP on the safety of the system.  The DOL enforcement policy sets criteria if 

employees are to be prosecuted.  Mr. Cook’s action was reckless given the information he 

had received from Liddell and the amount of refrigerant he introduced into the plant.  He 

had a lack of knowledge about large scale refrigeration systems, failed to inquire as to what 

Standards applied to the work that he carried out. This was a new refrigerant in this scale for 

this industry and for the type of refrigeration system he introduced. He did not apply a 

systematic method to the introduction of the hydrocarbon such as using the A3 checklist 

outlined in AS/NZS 1677:2. Mr. Cook had no expertise in gas detection systems, knowledge 

of the Standards that applied to them and no professional expertise in ventilation however 

he designed and installed both systems at Tamahere.    

 Whilst systems using A3 type refrigerants can be safely designed and installed by following 

AS/NZS 1677:2 this was not the case at Tamahere. At Tamahere   

1. The leak detectors did not isolate all electrical circuits except for emergency lighting 

and extraction fans on detection of a refrigerant leak upon detecting a concentration 

of 20% of the LEL for Hychill Minus 50  

2. The refrigerant charge in the plant room one (and two) exceeded the maximum 

charge of 25kg despite the plant being a Direct System and the occupancy being 

Category III,  

3. The practical limit was exceeded in all the cool rooms or plant rooms 

4. The pressure relief device was vented incorrectly 

5. There was not continuous ventilation of the plant rooms to ensure any leak of 

refrigerant was kept below 20% of the LEL of Hychill Minus 50 . 

 

Section 19  

As an employee Mr. Cook was obliged to take all practicable steps to ensure that no action 

or inaction of his while at work caused harm to any other person. 

Mr. Cook should have: 

(a) Ensured the installation met AS/NZS 1677 before he introduced Care 50 or 

Hychill Minus 50 into the systems OR Not have introduced Care 50 or Hychill 

Minus 50 if it was not possible to meet AS/NZS 1677:2. 

                                           
21 Interview with Warren Cook and Paye Slip 
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(b)Ensured the installation complied with the PECPR Regulations before he 

introduced Care 50 or HYchill Minus 50   

(c) Advised IPC and IPG that propane should not be used until the refrigeration 

system met AS/NZS 1677 OR that Care 50 or Hychill Minus 50 be not introduced as it 

was impossible to meet AS/NZS 1677:2.    

Mike Odey, a chartered professional engineer and refrigeration expert stated that changing 

existing refrigeration plant from R22 (Freon) to Propane R290 would have required a 

rigorous review of the Standards and hazard levels to determine what modifications, if any, 

were required. The higher hazard level equipment using propane would have required the 

involvement of independent inspection authorities for the design verification of the pressure 

vessels and piping and their inspection. To achieve plant compliance with AS/NZS 1677 1998 

would have required changing the plant from "Direct" to "Secondary" refrigeration. This 

would require replacing all of the cool room equipment and piping. All of the electrical 

equipment would be required to be removed from the machinery room and located in a 

separate ventilated space. The compressors would need to be replaced with flameproof 

types. Remaining electrical equipment would need to be explosion proof. Refrigerant 

detectors and ventilation would be required. He stated the installation quality was very 

average for a "commercial" type installation evidenced by relatively high number of plant 

maintenance issues and refrigerant leaks. Converting the plant to propane R290 refrigerant 

required an "industrial" type installation with skilled detailed risk hazard analysis, design and 

fabrication, which were beyond the skills and experience of MRS. 

 

New Zealand Fire Service Commission 

The New Zealand Fire Service Commission was the employer of the eight fire fighters who 

were injured at Icepak Coolstores Limited Tamahere Property on 5 April 2008 and had 

responsibilities under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992.  It owed duties to the 

fire fighters involved in this incident under Sections 6, 7-13. 

Section 6 

Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 requires the NZFS to take all 

practicable steps to ensure the safety of its employees while at work.  This investigation has 

focused on and examined the NZFS actions, policies and procedures relating to the two 

crews that attended 30 Devine Road on Saturday 5th April 2008. The investigation had 

identified the following practicable steps that the NZFS could have taken: 

Access to Gas Detector 

The responding crew did not have immediate access to a gas detector (as discussed in 

volume one) which if used would have detected the flammable gas in and around the plant 

room.  The normal detector that would have been present on a truck was in repair.  There is 

no evidence that the firemen considered using a gas detector.  It was very unlikely that the 

attending crew would have utilized one even if had it been present as they would have need 

some suspicion that a possible flammable gas was present.  Due  to the gas not being smelt, 

a lack of warning placards, the lack of knowledge about flammable refrigerants and the 

hazard of flammable gas not being identified by the crew its presence was not considered. 
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One firefighter who had experience with cool stores considered that refrigerants were not 

harmful.  It is considered the lack of the detector was not material in the firemen being 

injured.  

 

 

Drivers Personal Protective Clothing (PPC) 

The NZFS have in place some controls relating to PPC (as discussed in Volume One).  

 

Section 19 

As mentioned in Volume One fire service personnel entering the building should as per 

National Commander’s instructions have had their breathing apparatus “started up”.  

However the fact they did not had no bearing on either the cause of the fire/explosion or the 

injuries sustained. Therefore no charges should be laid under section 19 against any 

individual NZFS member. 

The fire crew entering the plant room may have introduced more oxygen into the room 

reducing the gas level to between the UEL and LEL.  There is no evidence that any electrical 

switches in the plant room were adjusted by the NZFS. 

_______________________________________________________ 
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Legal Recommendations 
Having considered the Departments Enforcement Policy it is recommended that the 

following action be taken.  

IcePak Group Limited 

That no action be taken against IcePak Group Limited. 

IcePak Coolstores Limited 

That informations be laid against IcePak Coolstores alleging on or about the 4th April 2008, it 

failed to comply with Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992. 

That informations be laid against IcePak Coolstores Ltd alleging on or about the 5th April 

2008 it failed to comply with Section 16(3) of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992. 

One charge should be laid in respect of expressly authorizing the firemen to be present and 

one charge should be laid in respect of IPC being informed they would be present pursuant 

to an enactment. 

 Wayne Desmond Grattan 

That an information be laid against Wayne Desmond Grattan alleging on or about the 4th 

April 2008 he failed to comply with Section 56(1) of the Health and Safety in Employment 

Act 1992 in that as a Director he acquiesced in the failure by IcePak Coolstores Limited to 

comply with Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992.     

Iain Hugh Slight 

That an information be laid against Iain Hugh Slight alleging on or about the 4th April he 

failed to comply with Section 56(1) of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 in that 

as a Director he acquiesced in the failure by IcePak Coolstores Limited to comply with 

Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992. 

Jan Jacob Van Eden 

That an information be laid against Jan Jacob Van Eden alleging on or about the 4th April he 

failed to comply with Section 56(1) of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 in that 

as a Director he acquiesced in the failure by IcePak Coolstores Limited to comply with 

Section 6 of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992. 

  

Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Limited 

That an information be laid against Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Ltd alleging that on or 

about the 5th April 2008 it failed to comply with Section 15 of the Health and Safety in 

Employment Act 1992. 

That an information be laid against Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Ltd alleging that on or 

about the 5th April 2008 it breached Regulation 18 of the PECPR Regulations.  
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Warren Roland Cook 

That an information be laid against Warren Roland Cook alleging that on or about the 5th 

April 2008 he failed to comply with Section 19(b) of the Health and Safety in Employment 

Act 1992. 

New Zealand Fire Service  

No charges are laid against the NZFS or any of its employees under the Health and Safety in 

Employment Act 1992.  

The issues identified in this report are raised with the NZFS and compliance with the 

recommendations be sought. 

 

 

_________________________________________ 

 


